Official Pot of Gold
www.officialpotofgold.net

Pot Of Gold Is The
Communities Token
1000% Community
Driven

Pot Of Gold is a
decentralized token and
Completely Secured (P2E & NFT)
Contract= 0xdb304250105010B2F4053B9e4965065a2Fa9905B

ABOUT US
P.O.G. can’t promise anything for now, our results will speak for themselves.
Pot Of Gold has tokenomics in place to make huge gains.
BURNS YOU ASK?

YES WE WILL BE DOING WEEKLY POT OF GOLD TOKEN BURNS
The Pot Of Gold team is great in all aspects. -Super strong, Brave and Courageous.
-We are always working hard. -Our Devs are the best Dev’s you can ever have.
-Our mods are the greatest mods any project could have.
-Our admins are all amazing and dedicated.
-Our holders will be the most loyal holders you will ever see.

Let’s go to the moon guys Hold and get Gold!

WHITEPAPER

What is Pot Of Gold
Over the past few years, the world of finance has been “hit” by the birth of a new form of conducting financial
operations.
In recent years, relatively the only way of getting involved in the finance sector was either directly or indirectly
using services provided by
centralized entities, which were the biggest players in the financial markets.
Independent developers, creators, and investors – be it small or big – have come together to create a new
possibility for anyone to get involved in.
It was time to open up the financial game for all players; a new template was formed with the name Decentralized
finance, also known as DeFi

What is Decentralized Finance?
Financial services are a big part of anyone’s life in the modern world. Credit cards, loans, insurances,
money transfers,
and a wide range of other services were only in the hands of long-established centralized financial
institutions.
Getting into this space, as a new player, offering their services was close to impossible, as well as
seeking a different source for these services
as a regular investor or anyone who wants to explore the new world of finance.
On the other hand DeFi enables anyone to enter the financial market by offering a wide range of
different providers for any financial service and lowers the regulatory barrier for entry.
Credit scores, personal information, and special requirements have a long history in centralized finance,
however, DeFi is here to change this.
Requirements to receive some of the services that the financial market offers are all changed in DeFi
through a very simplified but trustworthy way, using the blockchain model with smart contracts.

What is Blockchain?
Let’s explain the Blockchain model in short for a better understanding of Smart Contracts.
Blockchain is an immutable online ledger used for transferring data or assets in a way that leaves no
room for exploits or centralization
by any one player or groups,
POG module is under the BSC smart chain and will deliver as promised.

WHAT IS A SMART CONTRACT? LET US EXPLAIN!
WHAT IS A SMART CONTRACT? LET US EXPLAIN!
What is a Smart Contract and why do we use it?
Smart contracts are predetermined contracts of agreement that serve as automatic executors of the preagreed terms and agreed way of functioning.
Smart contracts are programs written with codes which secure their functionality once they are deployed and
put to serve a certain purpose.
They are usually used to predetermine an outcome so that both or many sides involved can be ensured that
the outcomes will always be as they are agreed upon.

Roadmap For Pot Of Gold:
Max Supply =
1,000,000,000,000,000

1 BNB Max buy=
300,000,000,000

TOKENOMICS
REFLECTIONS
6%

MARKETING
2%

DEVELOPMENT
2%

LIQUIDITY
3%
Taxes Breakdown: Buy & Sell There is a 13% Tax on each transaction designed to provide the budget for
Game Development, Marketing and auto liquidity.

6% POG Reflections

2% Marketing Funds

2% Game Development

3% Auto Liquidity

Roadmap For Pot Of Gold:

May 2022

July 2022

Phase 1: - V.1.0 Game Demo
Launch - Open POG Telegram
group - Website Launch Socials media Launch Contract Token Launch Pancake Swap listing - First
contests begin - Release
Roadmap - Marketing Starts AMA with team - NFT
Collection generation 1 Reach 1000 Holders - Game
Updates - Aggressive
marketing, Poocoin
Adds/Influencers,

Phase 2: - Game V.2 Launch Android apps release Website Updates - Exchange
Listing - Stake pool launch NFTS Collection Generation 2
- Celebrity endorsement and
Influencers Campaign Activate the Swap and
Staking - CMC Listing, CG
Listing - Update Roadmap for
Phase 3 & 4

Our Team

Mike. P.
CEO

Susan. H.
Marketing Manager

Paul. W.
Developer

Karen.C.
Game Developer

Thanks
See You Next Time

